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Right Ventricular Rupture and Active Contrast Extravasation on MDCT in a Trauma Patient: A Case Report
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Abstract

Cardiac chamber rupture is very rare in trauma patients who reach the emergency department alive. Here, we report a case of cardiac injury after Motor Vehicle Crash (MVC), in which sternal fracture fragment was thought to penetrate the pericardium as well as the right ventricular free wall and result in eventual exsanguinations and death. The diagnosis of this case was confounded by patient’s vague symptoms and prior history of coronary disease. This case highlights the utility of using Multi Detector Computed Tomography (MDCT) in accurately diagnosing these rare but potentially fatal injuries.
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Case Report

83-year-old man with past medical history of coronary artery disease status post bypass surgery and recent percutaneous coronary intervention presented to our level I trauma center after being involved in a head-on, rollover MVC. Upon arrival, he complained of chest pain but was hemodynamically stable with blood pressure of 102/64 mmHg, heart rate of 112/min, respiratory rate of 26/min and Glasgow coma scale of 15. Shortly afterwards, he became slightly hypotensive with systolic blood pressure of 90 mmHg for a brief period but responded to transfusion of packed blood cells and intravenous fluid. On physical examination, he had tenderness over the sternum and mild abdominal pain. He was also found to have an elevated troponin at 3.5 and hemoglobin of 9.6 gram/dl. A bedside transesophageal echocardiogram demonstrated a small amount of pericardial fluid without evidence of cardiac tamponade. His Electrocardiogram (EKG) revealed 3 mm ST elevation in the inferior leads and 2 mm ST depression in the lateral leads, which was initially concerning for acute myocardial infarction.

His chest radiography showed multiple rib fractures and diffuse opacity of right lung concerning for pulmonary contusion and hemothorax (Figure 1). Subsequent MDCT of chest revealed ruptured right ventricular free wall and pericardium with active contrast extravasation into the anterior pericardial space and anterior mediastinum (Figures 2 and 3). This was presumably caused by a penetrating injury from the overlying sternal fracture.

The patient was immediately taken to the operating room for repair of cardiac injury. However, shortly after introduction of general anesthesia, the patient developed profound hypotension. Upon opening the sternum, the surgeons found an approximately 5×3 cm perforation in the right ventricular free wall, which was too large to repair. Despite efforts of resuscitation, blood quickly exsanguinated through the perforation and the patient expired.

Discussion

Cardiac injury is believed to be second most common cause of traumatic death in the United States after central nervous system injury [1]. These injuries are either due to blunt force causing compression of the heart between the sternum and the spine, or due to penetrating injury. The patient with this case was initially concerning for acute myocardial infarction due to ST elevations on his EKG. However, the presence of pericardial effusion on bedside TEE ruled out tamponade and he was thought to have a cardiac injury due to penetrating sternal fracture.
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changes are not particularly useful in differentiating myocardial injury has been reported that patients with abnormal ECG findings had more commonly seen in patients with traumatic myocardial contusion and it routinely used to diagnose myocardial infarction, EKG changes are been reported that CK levels are commonly elevated in trauma patients Cardiac enzymes such as Creatinine Kinase (CK) and troponins are well-ade [5]. However, it has not been proved to be useful as a primary screening modality for cardiac injury. In addition, it is known to provide false negative results for hemopericardium when there is concurrent violation of the pericardial sac [6]. In our case, the echocardiogram failed to directly demonstrate the right ventricular rupture, and only showed a small amount of pericardial fluid.

As demonstrated in this case, a subset of patients with these catastrophic injuries may be initially stable, and the diagnosis can be masked by other concomitant injuries to lungs or chest wall. Symptoms such as chest pain are nonspecific and often arise from a noncardiac source. Chest radiographs may show abnormal cardiome diastolic contour, which is also frequently artifactual due to portable technique and patient's positioning. Echocardiography can detect abnormalities associated with cardiac injury, such as increased myocardial echogenicity and dyskinesis, ventricular septal defect and pericardial fluid with tamponade [5]. However, it has not been proved to be useful as a primary screening modality for cardiac injury. In addition, it is known to provide false negative results for hemopericardium when there is concurrent violation of the pericardial sac [6]. In our case, the echocardiogram failed to directly demonstrate the right ventricular rupture, and only showed a small amount of pericardial fluid.

This case also highlights the difficulty in distinguishing acute coronary syndrome from traumatic cardiac injury, as it is certainly possible that this patient might have had an acute coronary ischemic event, which would impair the driving ability and result in a MVC. Cardiac enzymes such as Creatinine Kinase (CK) and troponins are well known diagnostic markers for myocardial ischemia. However, it has been reported that CK levels are commonly elevated in trauma patients suffering from either cardiac or noncardiac damage [7]. Troponin level may also be elevated due to myocardial injury and their level is proportional to the extent of myocardial damage [8]. Likewise, although routinely used to diagnose myocardial infarction, EKG changes are commonly seen in patients with traumatic myocardial contusion and it has been reported that patients with abnormal ECG findings had more significant complications [9]. Therefore, enzyme markers and EKG changes are not particularly useful in differentiating myocardial injury from coronary ischemia in trauma patients with known coronary history. As a matter of fact; it is possible that this patient might indeed have suffered from secondary myocardial ischemia from traumatic injury to the coronary arteries, which resulted in dramatic troponin elevation and EKG changes.

With the excellent speed, spatial resolution and capability of multiplanar reformation, MDCT has quickly become the modality of choice for suspected cardiac injury. At most trauma centers, patients presenting with significant trauma typically undergo a routine trauma series of MDCT exams spanning the head to pelvis. MDCT is a proven diagnostic tool in the setting of thoracic trauma with high sensitivity for identifying pericardial and myocardial lacerations as well as concomitant aortic, lung or chest wall injuries [10]. Specifically, in patients with penetrating thoracic trauma who are hemodynamically stable, CT has been shown to be both sensitive and specific for diagnosing hemopericardium [11]. In addition, with the advent of modern dual energy technique or coupling with EKG gating, MDCT is now able to detect subtle injuries to the aortic root, coronary arteries or valves.

Conclusions

In summary, we report MDCT findings of right ventricular rupture in a hemodynamically stable blunt trauma patient, whose injuries were initially masked by vague symptoms and past history of coronary artery disease. It is important for the trauma surgeons and radiologists to be familiar with this condition since early detection of these lethal injuries using MDCT is essential for improving survival in a subset of patients whose injuries may be amenable to surgical repair.
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